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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system and method for reducing the number of false nega 
tives with minimal impact on false positive search results 
while allowing searches to return phonetic equivalents, mis 
spellings, common short names, and other such applicable 
information. New, N-Gram based indexing and search sys 
tems and methods which facilitate searching of data contain 
ing non-Arabic letters, such as numbers, symbols, and foreign 
language characters. Ability to customize indexing and other 
features further enhance search results. Linguistic pattern 
matching search results are improved based on dynamically 
modi?ed search attributes. 
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SYSTEM AND METHODS FOR IMPROVED 
LINGUISTIC PATTERN MATCHING 

[0001] The present application is a continuation of and 
claims priority to US. patent application Ser. No. 09/957,465 
?led on Sep. 21, 2001 Which claims priority to US. Provi 
sional Patent Application No. 60/234,215 ?led on Sep. 21, 
2000 both of Which are incorporated herein by reference in 
their entireties. 
[0002] This application includes material Which is subject 
to copyright protection. The copyright oWner has no objection 
to the facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent disclo 
sure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark O?ice ?les or 
records, but otherWise reserves all copyright rights Whatso 
ever. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] The present invention relates to the ?eld of linguistic 
pattern matching for database retrieval purposes. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] Typographical errors, phonetic misspellings, abbre 
viations, common short-names, and sequence variation are 
but a feW of the problems facing searchers of computerized 
records. For example, When calling directory assistance, if a 
request is made for the telephone number of Thomas Lee, 
Without spelling either name, a telephone operator may 
search for Tomas Leigh, Thomas Lea, or any of several com 
binations thereof. In addition, When Thomas Lee Was entered 
into the database, he may have accidentally been entered as 
Lee Thomas, and either or both of his names may have been 
misspelled. 
[0005] The task of properly searching a computeriZed data 
base becomes even more complex When names comprised of 
foreign characters are used. Examples of such databases 
include those containing genealogical records, foreign city 
names, foreign names, or company names. 
[0006] To overcome these problems, some in the prior art 
have created techniques involving character manipulation. 
Soundex, Which is one of the most Widely used of these 
techniques, is a simple process of associating certain letters 
With numbers, and dropping other letters. A search is per 
formed on the result, and that search may yield names that 
sound like or otherWise approximate the name in question. 
[0007] Others in the prior art have described schemes 
through Which result sets may be generated based on manipu 
lation of an input Word. One such technique, disclosed by 
US. Pat. No. 4,833,610 by Antonio Zamora, et. al., separates 
and alphabetiZes the consonants and voWels of a given Word, 
and compares a transformed input string to transformed data 
base entries. Another technique, disclosed by U.S. Pat. No. 
5,737,723 by Michael Dennis Riley et. al., compares dictio 
nary Words based on the phonetic confusability of the Words. 
Still another method, disclosed by US. Pat. No. 5,724,597 by 
Robert John Cuthbertson et. al., involves successively apply 
ing Soundex and other techniques and generating a match list 
based on the results. 

[0008] While Soundex and other such schemes may alloW 
the reporting of “near matches,” the number of false positives 
reported by these schemes can prohibit their use in large 
databases. For example, in a database of 1000 names, if the 
Soundex routine had a false positive rate of 0.005, only tWo 
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false names Would be returned. HoWever, When the database 
groWs to 100,000 names, over tWo hundred false positives are 
reported. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] The present invention improves upon the prior art by 
reducing the number of false positive search results While 
alloWing searches to return phonetic equivalents, misspell 
ings, common short names, and other such applicable infor 
mation. In addition, the present invention alloWs the search 
ing of names containing non-Arabic letters, such as numbers, 
symbols, and foreign language characters. 
[0010] The present invention further provides an improved 
linguistic search by applying not only those techniques used 
in the prior art, such as Soundex, but also neW techniques. One 
such neW technique is an N-Gram search. An N-Gram is a 
subsequence of N characters from the full Word Which is used 
for indexing. For example, the Word “example” has the fol 
loWing N-Gram’s, Where N:3: “exa”, “xam”, “amp”, “mpl”, 
and “ple”. 
[0011] In a preferred embodiment, the present invention 
may be customiZed to enhance search results by alloWing 
users to tune the present invention based on user data. By Way 
of example, Without intending to limit the present invention, 
users may select the number of characters to be contained in 
each N-Gram, and users may also select betWeen types of 
N-Grams used by the present invention. N-Gram types avail 
able may include, but are not limited to, Alphabetic, Conso 
nant, FDI, FML, and Numeric. 
[0012] Customized search results may be further re?ned by 
evaluating matches based on user preferences. One method 
employed by the present invention to evaluate matches is the 
Edit Distance method. The Edit Distance method calculates 
the number of characters Which must be inserted, deleted, 
changed, or transposed in one Word to obtain a match With 
another Word, and accepts or rejects results based on the Edit 
Distance. For example, the edit distance betWeen “Michael” 
and “Mikhail” is 2 (replace “c” by “k” and “e” by “i”). 
[0013] In addition to a user-customiZed con?guration, the 
present invention may also be con?gured to dynamically 
select con?guration options. Dynamic selection alloWs the 
present invention to modify sensitivity levels based on search 
string attributes, such as, but not limited to, search string 
length. Search sets resulting from such dynamic selections 
may also be re?ned as described in the previous paragraph. 
[0014] The present invention overcomes limitations and 
problems With conventional linguistic pattern matching sys 
tem by providing a system and methods for comparing a 
query against data contained Within a database comprising 
the steps of: (a) receiving the query; (b) converting a plurality 
of information from the query, by at least one linguistic pat 
tern analytical tool, into a plurality of linguistic pattern 
strings; (c) matching at least one of the plurality of linguistic 
pattern strings With at least one stored linguistic pattern string 
contained Within a database; (d) repeating steps (b) and (c) 
above for each of the at least one linguistic pattern analytical 
tool; and (e) combining the matches of each of the at least one 
linguistic pattern analytical tool providing a combined result. 
[0015] The present invention also provides a system and 
method for comparing query information about a party 
against a plurality of restricted parties information contained 
Within a database comprising the steps of: (a) receiving query 
information about a party; (b) converting the plurality of 
information about the party into a plurality of party linguistic 
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pattern strings by at least one linguistic pattern analytical 
tool; (c) matching at least one of the plurality of party linguis 
tic pattern strings With at least one stored linguistic pattern 
string said plurality of restricted parties information con 
tained Within said database; (d) repeating steps (b) and (c) 
above for each one of the at least one linguistic pattern ana 
lytical tool; and (e) combining the linguistic pattern matches 
of each one of the at least one linguistic pattern analytical tool 
providing a combined result. 
[0016] The present invention also provides a method for 
comparing a query against data contained Within a database 
comprising the steps of (a) receiving a query containing a 
plurality of information; (b) converting the plurality of infor 
mation by an Alphabetic N-gram based linguistic pattern 
analytical tool into a plurality of Alphabetic linguistic pattern 
strings; (c) matching at least one of the plurality ofAlphabetic 
linguistic pattern strings With at least one stored linguistic 
pattern string contained Within the database to provide a 
plurality of Alphabetic matches; (d) converting the plurality 
of information by a Consonant N-gram based linguistic pat 
tern analytical tool into a plurality of Consonant linguistic 
pattern strings; (e) matching at least one of the plurality of 
Consonant linguistic pattern strings With the at least one 
stored linguistic pattern string contained Within the database 
to provide plurality of Consonant matches; (f) converting the 
plurality of information by a Numeric N-gram based linguis 
tic pattern analytical tool into a plurality of Numeric linguis 
tic pattern strings; (g) matching at least one of the plurality of 
Alphabetic linguistic pattern strings With the at least one 
stored linguistic pattern string contained Within the database 
to provide a plurality of Numeric matches; (h) converting the 
plurality of information by an Fdi N-gram based linguistic 
pattern analytical tool, into a plurality of Fdi linguistic pattern 
strings; (g) matching at least one of the plurality of Fdi Alpha 
betic linguistic pattern strings With the at least one stored 
linguistic pattern string contained Within the database to pro 
vide a plurality of Fdi matches; (h) converting the plurality of 
information by an Fml N-gram based linguistic pattern ana 
lytical tool into a plurality of Fml linguistic pattern strings; (i) 
matching at least one of the plurality of Fml linguistic pattern 
strings With the at least one stored linguistic pattern string 
contained Within the database to provide a plurality of Fml 
matches; and (j) combining the Alphabetic matches, Conso 
nant matches, Numeric matches, Fdi matches, and Fml 
matches to provide a combined result. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0017] For a further understanding of the nature, objects, 
and advantages of the present invention, reference should be 
had to the folloWing detailed description, read in conjunction 
With the folloWing draWings, Wherein like reference numerals 
denote like elements and Wherein: 
[0018] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram shoWing an Internet 
based system for user interaction With a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
[0019] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the How or 
steps of linguistic pattern matching of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0020] The folloWing is a functional description of the 
present invention from an administrative perspective. These 
functions include starting the present invention in various 
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modes, stopping the present invention, and tuning different 
parameters that control hoW the present invention performs a 
linguistic pattern match. 
[0021] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention 
the user 101 utilizing computer 103 could use the system for 
restricted party screening. As seen in FIG. 1, the user 101 
could be involved in exporting and shipping goods to a receiv 
ing party 105. In order for the user 101 to verify that the 
receiving party 105 is approved for receiving certain goods 
the user 101 could screen the receiving party 105 against a 
database 124 containing the names of restricted parties. 
[0022] Using computer 103, Which is connected to the 
internet 110 via communications path 109, the user accesses 
the restricted party program 122 on server 120 for screening 
against the restricted party database 124. A ?reWall 115 may 
be incorporated to limit access. The user 101 Would input 
information about the query or receiving party 105, in this 
example, into computer 103 Which is then transmitted 
through the internet 110 to server 120 and utiliZed by the 
restricted party program 122. As Will be described in more 
detail beloW the restricted party program 122 breaks doWn the 
information about the receiving party 105 into various cat 
egories and linguistic patterns. The restricted party program 
122 then compares the linguistic patterns from the query With 
the linguistic patterns and categories of parties contained 
Within the restricted party database 124. 
[0023] By utilizing the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention the user 101 Would be able to determine if 
the receiving party 105 is contained Within the restrictedparty 
database 124 With a high level of accuracy so that the user 101 
could determine Whether to move forWard With the transac 
tion and ship goods to the receiving party 105 along path 107. 
The user 101 can implement the restricted party screening 
process at different points in the business process. The user 
101 could conduct a prescreening of parties they do regular 
business With, the user 101 can conduct the restricted party 
screening during the middle of a transaction, or prior to a 
transaction. 

[0024] In the prescreening mode the company or the user 
101 Would have a limited set of business partners or receiving 
parties 105 Which are relatively static. The user 101 Would do 
an initial restricted party screening of all the receiving parties 
105 so that the user 101 is comfortable that these receiving 
parties are not restricted. This alloWs the user 101 to freely do 
business With the receiving parties 105 Without needing to 
re-screen them each time they engage in a business transac 
tion. The present invention through the restricted party pro 
gram 122 is able to monitor information changes about the 
receiving parties 105 and changes in the restricted party data 
base 124 and automatically re-screen the receiving parties 
105. It is necessary to insure that the receiving parties 105 
Who are not restricted initially have not been added to a 
restricted parties list therefore the present invention performs 
an automatic re-screening upon modi?cations to the receiv 
ing party 105 data or the restricted party database 124. Addi 
tional applications Within the restricted party program 122 
alloW the present invention to monitor changes to both the 
restricted party database 124, the receiving parties 105, and 
the users 101 to automatically invoke a re-screening When 
required. 
[0025] The user 101 may also Wish to invoke the restricted 
party screening during a transaction since parties involved 
Within a transaction may vary on a regular basis. As neW 
business partners are introduced on neW transactions, there is 
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no Way to prescreen the receiving parties 105 before the 
transactions have started. In this case, the restricted party 
program 122 and screening process are invoked after the 
transaction has been created. The restricted party screening 
Wouldrun as part of the compliance screenings required on an 
export transaction. In addition, the preferred embodiment of 
the present invention Would automatically perform a 
re- screening if the transaction is modi?ed. The re-screening is 
necessary to insure that the user 101, the receiving party 105, 
or other parties involved in the transaction do not circumvent 
the screening process. 
[0026] The last method described utiliZing the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention Would incorporate the 
restricted party screening prior to a transaction such that the 
user 101 Would not initiate the transaction until they have 
con?rmed that the receiving party 105 is not on a restricted 
party list. An example Would be an e-commerce business 
Where customers order items or goods over the internet 110. 
The e-commerce business could verify that the customer or 
receiving party 105 Who desires to order goods is not on a 
restrictedparty list Within a database 124 prior to alloWing the 
receiving party 105 to actually order items. In this example, 
the customer or receiving party 105 Would be required to 
enter information via communication path 113. The entered 
information Would be used for veri?cation by the restricted 
party program 122 that such customer or receiving party 105 
is not Within a restricted party list contained Within the 
restricted party database 124. Once the customer or receiving 
party 105 has been screened and not found on any restricted 
party list the customer of receiving party 105 Would be 
alloWed to proceed With ordering items Which are then sent 
from the user 101 along path 107. 
[0027] The restricted party screening or database screening 
process of the present invention may be used by itself to 
determine or assess entered information With that contained 
Within a database or it may be used as part of a broader system 
such as a landed cost import and export system. The landed 
cost import and export system could be used to determine 
locations for shipping goods, calculating the costs for ship 
ping goods to a receiving party, determining taxes or duties 
for shipping goods to a receiving party, and screening the 
receiving party against a restricted party list for determination 
as to Whether or not the receiving party is alloWed to receive 
the requested goods. 
[0028] As Will be described in more detail beloW, the 
present invention uses linguistic mapping analytical tools and 
algorithms to ?lter and ?nd matching records or character 
strings contained Within a database. The linguistic pattern 
matching and screening process is described in conjunction 
With FIG. 2. In step 201 the user initiates or starts the screen 
ing process. The screening process alloWs the user of the 
present invention to determine Whether information about a 
customer, partner, or a?iliate matches information of parties 
contained Within a database. This may be useful for determin 
ing Whether or not the customer, partner, a?iliate is a 
restricted party, a pre-registered user, or the like. The user 
Would enter the query or third party information either prior to 
step 201 or after initiation of the screening process as seen in 
step 202. 
[0029] The user can also select the various sections and 
options Which apply to the screening process in step 203. The 
user selected sections and options include choices for dis 
playing various matches including knoWn matches, dictionar 
ies, matches, potential matches, and match Words Which 
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relate to the sections. The user may also select Which infor 
mation is used in determining a match and could include 
name, address, phone, fax, e-mail and other information. 
After the sections and options for the screening process are 
determined the present invention analyZes the information 
from the third party against data contained Within a database. 

[0030] In step 205, the present invention extracts a set of 
attributes from the query information, one for each potential 
match area, such as name, address, city, state, Zip, etc. The 
present invention then tokeniZes the information Within each 
attribute in step 207. The extraction and tokeniZation of these 
attributes is performed by unique and specialiZed code as Will 
be described in more detail later. An inspection and exami 
nation of each match data record and attribute for unusual 
characteristics about Which the user needs to be noti?ed can 
be performed, as seen in step 209. The unusual Words dictio 
nary, as Will be described in more detail beloW, is used by the 
present invention for this purpose. 

[0031] To ?nd potential matches a pre-screening, step 211, 
of the extracted and tokeniZed attributes of the query are 
matched against tokeniZed attributes of the saved records 
contained Within a database. The various linguistic mapping 
tools, clari?ers, and algorithms Which may be incorporated in 
the pre-screening 211 at least include: Metaphone 213, 
Phonex 215, Soundex 217, Alphabetic N-gram 219, Conso 
nant N-gram 221, Numeric N-gram 223, Fdi N-gram 225, and 
Fml N-gram 227. The analysis by the various linguistic pat 
tern matching tools 205-229 may be performed sequentially 
or simultaneously. In the example shoWn in FIG. 2 the process 
or screenings are done sequentially. The pre-screening 211 is 
generally very broad in nature attempting to ?nd all possible 
matches of all attributes and provides a Broad Subset of 
Potential Attribute Matches as seen in step 229. 

[0032] Each potential match Within the Broad Subset of 
Potential Matches 229 is then analyZed by the detail matching 
process of step 231. In the detail matching process 231, for 
each potential match, the number and type of Word matches 
may be determined by using Metaphone 233, Phonex 235, 
Soundex 237, Edit Distance 239, and the various Dictionaries 
241 Which are all used to determine hoW many Words match 
exactly and approximately. The information in all of the Dic 
tionaries 241 is used in performing these Word matches. This 
includes the common Words, distinct Words, etc. It does not 
include the unusual Words dictionary although such could be 
incorporated and still be Within the scope of the present inven 
tion. That information is used by specialiZed algorithms, 
unique to each type of attribute, to determine if a potential 
match is an actual match. For name matching there can also be 
an additional algorithmic step to determine if the initials 
match. 

[0033] All matches found by the various pre-screening 211 
and detail matching 231 linguistic pattern matching tools are 
still categoriZed by each attribute (names, address, phone etc. 
for this example). In step 250 all of the records With individual 
attribute matches are combined. In step 260 the combined set 
of matches are ?ltered to remove undesirable matches in 
accordance With the selections established in step 203. In a 
preferred embodiment the primary application uses “nega 
tive” matches on location to ?lter undesirable matches. The 
present invention can employ various methods to include 
false negative matches and to limit false positives. Ultimately, 
the results are displayed in step 265 and the matching process 
is terminated in step 270. 
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[0034] The present invention uniquely combines the ele 
ments, linguistic pattern matching analytical tools, and 
results of each analysis. Further, the particular Ways in Which 
the present invention tokeniZes Words, extracts attributes, and 
uses the various dictionaries is unique. Further, the particular 
dictionaries used, the ?ltering and negative matching, and the 
particular data formats and commands used for socket com 
munication and for XML socket communication are unique. 
The manner in Which these various features are parameteriZed 
is also unique. In a preferred embodiment the focus is on 
reducing the number of false negatives With a minimal impact 
possible on the number of false positives. 

[0035] For installation of the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, the operating system resources could 
include 1 to 3 megabytes of hard disk storage for the program 
and data ?les. An allocation of 5 or more megabytes should 
provide a safe reserve for installing the present invention. If 
the present invention is to be used as a TCP/IP socket server, 
then TCP/IP sockets must be available. If the present inven 
tion is to be used as a SAP server, then SAP must be available, 
and a version of the present invention Which provides the SAP 
interface must be installed. The SAP interface is currently 
only available for WindoWs NT 4.0 and HP_UX 10.2. All 
versions of the present invention support a socket client/ 
server interface. 

[0036] When executing, the present invention may require 
internal memory of approximately 15 times data ?le siZe, plus 
the siZe of the executable program. In practice, this is around 
12 megabytes if only Restricted Party Matching is to be used, 
and 20 megabytes if both Restricted Party Matching and 
Partner Matching are to be used. In Restricted Party Matching 
mode, the present invention attempts to determine if a par 
ticular entity exists in the Restricted Party List. In Partner 
Matching, the present invention attempts to determine if a 
knoWn Restricted Party exists in company’s list of business 
partners. 
[0037] To properly install the present invention, several 
?les may be required. A description of key ?les folloWs, as 
Well as a description of many of the functions controlled by 
those ?les. Although speci?c ?le names, ?le locations, func 
tion names, parameter names, and the like are given it is 
understood that such names and locations may be changed 
Without departing from the scope or spirit of this application. 
[0038] Denper is the primary application, or executable ?le 
and currently ranges in siZe from 300 kB or WindoWs NT to 
around 2 MB on Unix. Denper.ini is a con?guration ?le Which 
may affect the operation of the primary application. Denper. 
ini contains various options used during testing and evalua 
tion, as Well as data ?le names, their associated con?guration 
?les, and other such information. Denper.ini and other con 
?guration ?les described herein may be text ?les or other 
user-editable ?le types, and may be organiZed in a manner 
similar to standard WindoWs .ini ?les. 

[0039] As With standard WindoWs .ini ?les, blank lines are 
ignored, leading White space on a line is ignored and every 
thing that folloWs a # (number sign) is ignored When denper. 
ini or other con?guration ?les are processed by the present 
invention. Remaining lines may be treated as section headers 
or content lines. Section header lines may take the format 
[section] or [attribute.section]. Content line format is depen 
dent upon the containing section. Content lines need not be in 
a speci?c order Within a section. In addition, except for the 
[end] section, section order Within a con?guration ?le is not 
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signi?cant. HoWever, an [end] section must be the last section 
in the .ini ?le, as an [end] section indicates the end of the 
con?guration ?le. 
[0040] The denper.ini con?guration ?le may consist of tWo 
or more sections, including [options] and [end]. The [options] 
section contains a series of key/value pairs. For options Which 
may be enabled or disabled, the value portion of a key/value 
pair associated With that option may be “true” or “false,” 
respectively. Such key/value pairs supported by the [options] 
section include: 
[0041] displayKnoWnMatches?rue/ false 
[0042] displayDictionaries?rue/ false 
[0043] displayMatches?rue/ false 
[0044] displayPotentialMatches?rue/ false 
[0045] displayMatchWords?rue/ false 
[0046] These key/ value pairs may be used for testing during 
algorithm development. In a preferred embodiment, all val 
ues should be set to “false” When the present invention is used 
in production. 
[0047] In addition the to true/false options, the present 
invention may also support customiZable options. Such 
options include: 
[0048] partnerListTuning:partner.ini 
[0049] partnerListName:partner.bin 
[0050] restrictedPartyListTuningIrestrict.ini 
[0051] restrictedPartyListName:restrict.bin 
[0052] The key/value pairs listed above may specify the 
partner list con?guration and data ?les, and the restricted 
party list con?guration and data ?les. Default values used in 
a preferred embodiment are shoWn above; hoWever, other ?le 
names and paths may be used. 
[0053] In a preferred embodiment, if only restricted party 
matching is required, the partner.bin ?le may be Zero bytes in 
length. Alternatively, if only partner matching is desired, the 
restrict.bin ?le may be Zero bytes in length. 
[0054] Partner.ini is a con?guration ?le Which affects Part 
ner Matching. This ?le may be required even When Partner 
Matching is not used. Partner.ini may be a text ?le or other 
user-editable ?le type. Partner.ini may contain key/value 
pairs similar to those of restrict.ini, Which are outlined beloW. 
[0055] Par‘tner.bin is a data ?le used for Partner Matching. 
This ?le may be required even When Partner Matching is not 
used, but may be Zero length. This is a binary ?le Which may 
not be easily edited by a user. 
[0056] Restrict.ini is a con?guration ?le Which affects 
Restricted Party Matching Which may include, but is not 
limited to, the folloWing sections: 
[0057] [options] 
[0058] [name.indexTuning] 
[0059] [name.matchTuning] 
[0060] [name.commonWords] 
[0061] [name.distinctWords] 
[0062] [name.unusualWords] 
[0063] [name.synonyms] 
[0064] [name.WordFragments] 
[0065] [address.matchTuning] 
[0066] [address.commonWords] 
[0067] [address .distinctWords] 
[0068] [address .unusualWords] 
[0069] [address .synonyms] 
[0070] [phone.indexTuning] 
[0071] [phone matchTuning] 
[0072] [fax.indexTuning] 
[0073] [fax.matchTuning] 
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[0074] [E-mail.indexTuning] 
[0075] [E-mal.matchTuning] 
[007 6] [end] 
[0077] The [options] section contains a series of key/value 
pairs, including: 
[0078] matchName?rue/ false 
[0079] matchAddress?rue/false 
[0080] matchPhone?rue/false 
[0081] matchFax?rue/false 
[0082] matchE-mail?rue/false 
[0083] Such key/value pairs may enable or disable match 
ing for each supported matching method. 
[0084] The [name.indexTuning] section contains a series of 
key/value pairs, including: 
[0085] indexByMetaphone?rue/false 
[0086] indexByPhonex?rue/false 
[0087] indexBySoundex?rue/false 
[0088] indexByAlphabeticNgram?rue/false 
[0089] indexByCOnsonantNgramItrue/false 
[0090] indexByNumericNgram?rue/false 
[0091] indexByFdiNgram?rue/false 
[0092] indexByFmlNgram?rue/false 
[0093] These key/value pairs may enable or disable indi 
vidual indexing types used by the matching algorithm. As the 
number of indexes used increases, the likelihood of ?nding 
potential Word matches also increases. However, as the num 
ber of indexes used increases, storage space and processing 
time required by the matching algorithm also increases. 
[0094] The ?rst three keyWordsi‘indexByMetaphone’, 
‘indexByPhonex’, and ‘indexBySoundex’iuse phonetic 
Word indexing methods similar to those in the prior art. These 
Work Well for names containing Arabic (i.e. English) charac 
ters, but do not Work Well for non-Arabic based names. 
[0095] Other keyWords may use N-grains for Word index 
ing. An N-gram is a subsequence of N characters from the full 
Word. There are several different Ways to select the set of 
particular subsequences to be used for indexing. 
[0096] An Alphabetic N-gram 211 chooses all possible 
contiguous subsequences of length N Where the characters 
are alphabetic. A consonant N-gram 213 chooses all possible 
contiguous subsequences of length N Where the characters 
are consonants, With duplicate successive characters and non 
consonants deleted. A numeric N-gram 215 chooses all pos 
sible contiguous subsequences of length N Where the charac 
ters are digits With all non-digits deleted. An fdi N-gram 217 
chooses subsequences in Which the ?rst character of the Word 
is alWays the ?rst alphabetic character of the N-gram, and the 
remaining characters of the N-gram are all possible alpha 
betic subsequences of (N —l) contiguous characters from the 
Word. An fml N-gram 219 generates N-grams in Which the 
?rst and last alphabetic characters of the N-gram are the same 
as the ?rst and last characters of the Word. The middle char 
acters are all possible subsequences of (N-2) contiguous 
alphabetic characters from the Word. The example contained 
Within FIG. 2 shoWs the indexing techniques or linguistic 
patterns for each one of the N-gram linguistic pattern analyti 
cal matching tool 211, 213, 215, 217, 219. Additional 
examples of these indexing techniques, Where N:3, include: 
[0097] indexByAlphabeticNgram 
[0098] helloWorldihel, ell, llo, loW, oWo, Wor, orl, rld 
[0099] indexByConsonantNgram 
[0100] hellOWOI‘ldihlW, lWr, Wrl, rld 
[0101] indexByNumericNgram 
[0102] 66l9006i66l, 619, 190, 900, 006 
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[0103] indexByFdiNgram 
[0104] helloWorldihel, hll, hlo, hoW, hWo, hor, hrl, hld 
[0105] indexByFmlNgram 
[0106] helloWorldihed, hid, hod, hWd, hrd (note that 
duplicate indices are discarded) 
[0107] In addition to the indexing techniques described 
above, the [name.indexTuning] section may also alloW a user 
to customiZe certain index properties by changing values in 
key/value pairs. Examples of such key/value pairs include: 
[0108] metaphoneLength: 
[0109] phonexLength:# 
[0110] soundexLength: 
[0111] alphabeticNgramLength: 
[0112] consonantNgramLength: 
[0113] fdiNgramLength: 
[0114] fmlNgramLength: 
[0115] numericNgramLength: 
[01 1 6] Such key/value pairs may set the number of charac 
ters used by each of index. In a preferred embodiment, values 
smaller than the default may result in more comprehensive 
indexing, but may also result in too many matches to be 
useful. Values larger than the default result in poorer index 
ing. The default values for the key/value pairs listed above 
are: 

[0117] metaphoneLength:4 
[0118] phonexLength:4 
[0119] soundexLength:4 
[0120] alphabeticNgramLength:3 
[0121] consonantNgramLength:3 
[0122] fdiNgramLength:3 
[0123] fmlNgramLength:3 
[0124] numericNgramLength:3 
[0125] The [name.matchTuning] section contains a series 
of key/value pairs, Which include: 
[0126] matchByMetaphone?rue/ false 
[0127] matchByPhonex?rue/ false 
[0128] matchBySoundex?rue/ false 
[0129] matcbByEditDistance?rue/ false 
[013 0] matchBySet?rue/ false 
[0131] These key/value pairs may enable or disable various 
Word matching techniques. Generally, the most effective 
technique is the ‘matchByEditDistance’. The edit distance is 
the number of characters Which have to be inserted, deleted, 
changed or transposed in one Word to obtain the second Word. 
For example, the edit distance betWeen ‘Michael’ and 
‘Mikhail’ is 2 (replace ‘c’ by ‘k’ and ‘e’ by ‘i’). Matching by 
any of the phonetic based methods (such as Soundex) Would 
fail if the ‘c’ and ‘k’ Were not considered to be phonetically 
equivalent. Although phonetic based methods may Work for 
names of English origin, non-English names are not Well 
matched by such methods. 
[0132] The [name.matchTuning] section may also contain 
key/value pairs Which alloW a user to customiZe Word match 
ing thresholds, including: 
[0133] isWordMatchThresholdDynamic?rue/false 
[0134] WordMatchThreshold:# 
[0135] If ‘isWordMatchThresholdDynamic’ is true then 
‘WordMatchThreshold’ is ignored. If ‘isWordMatchThresh 
oldDynamic’ is false, then the value associated With ‘Word 
MatchThreshold’ becomes the minimum number of Words 
Which must match for the search and comparison strings to be 
considered a match. The dynamic option increases the num 
ber of required Word matches as the number of Words in a 
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search string increases. The dynamic option also allows 
imperfect matches to be considered. 
[0136] The [name.matchTuning] section may further alloW 
Word match sensitivity to be customized through key/value 
pairs such as: 
[0137] isWordMatchSensitivityDynamic?rue/false 
[0138] WordMatchSensitivity:# 
[0139] If ‘isWordMatchSensitivityDynamic’ is true then 
‘WordMatchSensitivity’ is ignored. If ‘isWordMatchSensi 
tivityDynamic’ is false, then ‘WordMatchSensitivity’ is the 
maximum edit distance betWeen Words alloWed for the Words 
to be considered a ‘match’. Values smaller than 2 alloW only 
very minor variations in Word spelling for a match, While 
values larger than 2 generally match too many Words to be 
used. The dynamic option increases the alloWed edit distance 
based on the length of Words being matched. Thus, small edit 
distance thresholds are used for short Words and larger edit 
distance thresholds are used for longer Words. The dynamic 
option generally provides an optimum choice for matching 
Words. 
[0140] The [name.matchTuning] section may also contain 
WordPre?xDifferencePenalty:#, a key/value pair Which 
speci?es a penalty to be added When the ?rst character in each 
compared Word differs. This penalty may be desirable 
because Words Which are recogniZable variants typically start 
With the same letter, and because typically the ?rst letter of a 
Word is entered correctly, even When the Word is misspelled. 
In a preferred embodiment, this penalty may be set to 3. 
[0141] The [name.matchTuning] section may also alloW set 
match sensitivity to be customiZed through key/value pairs 
such as: 

[0142] isSetMatchSensitivityDynamic?rue/false 
[0143] setMatchSensitivity:# 
[0144] These values are similar to those used for Word 
matching, but may apply to sets of Words. When applied to 
sets, sensitivity may be calculated as an average alloWed per 
Word (i.e. as the number of Words increases, more differences 
may be alloWed). 
[0145] The [name.commonWords] section contains a com 
mon Words dictionary, Which lists Words occurring so fre 
quently as to be essentially meaningless. Words in this section 
may be ignored by the matching process. Each line in this 
section may take the format: 
[0146] Word, Word, Word, . . . , Word 

[0147] for example: 
[0148] 0, l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 
[0149] a, b, c, d, e, fg, h, i,j, k, l, m 
[0150] n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, W, x, y, Z 
[0151] and, or, of, the 
[0152] associates, group 
[0153] company 
[0154] The [name.distinctWords] section contains a dis 
tinct Words dictionary and lists pairs of Words Which the 
matching algorithm normally considers to match, but Which 
client experience has found are not matches. Each line is this 
section has the format: 
[0155] Word, Word 
[0156] for example: 
[0157] america africa 
[0158] holding holiday 
[0159] marine machine 
[0160] sea sky 
[0161] Which have an edit distance, respectively, of 2, 3, 2 
and 2. The matching algorithm may consider these Words to 
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be the same, but a closer examination of these matches Would 
suggest that they are rarely misspelled. 
[0162] The [name.unusualWords] section contains an 
unusual Words dictionary and lists Words Which are su?i 
ciently unique that they cause any match candidate that con 
tains an unusual Word to match. Each line in this section has 
the format: 
[0163] Word 
[0164] for example: 
[0165] Saddam 
[0166] The [name.synonyms] section contains a synonym 
dictionary, Which lists Words that are considered to match 
even though the matching process Would not normally con 
sider the Words to match. Each line in this section has the 
format: 

[0167] Word, Word, . . . ,Word->Word 

[0168] Where each of the Words to the left of the arroW Will 
be replaced by the Word on the right of the arroW before 
matching. This section can also be used to correct knoWn 
misspellings and to handle nicknames are name variants. For 
example: 
[0169] bill->William 
[0170] dr->doctor 
[0171] holdings->holdings 
[0172] industria, industrie->industry 
[0173] iraqi, iraquiano->iraqu 
[0174] ir'r'rran, iranische- >iran 
[0175] mike->michael 
[0176] rob, bob, bobby->robert 
[0177] oil, petrol->petroleum 
[0178] The [name.WordFragments] section contains a Word 
fragments dictionary, Which is a description of Words that are 
likely to be fragmented. The selection of these Word frag 
ments may be based on client experience, database contents, 
and other factors. Each line in this section may take form: 
[0179] fragment, fragment, . . . , fragment->Word 

[0180] for example: 
[0181] al-khalij, al-arabi->al-khalij -al-arabi 
[0182] gold, star->goldstar 
[0183] import, export->expor‘t-import 
[0184] import, export->impor‘t-export 
[0185] import, export->impor‘texpor‘t 
[0186] These examples shoW that the same Word fragments 
can be combined in different Ways, thereby alloWing hyphen 
ated names to be matched. Normally, Word ordering is not 
signi?cant in the matching process. HoWever, When a Word is 
hyphenated, Word order becomes signi?cant; therefore, it is 
sometimes desirable to list the hyphenated Word in all 
expected Word orderings. 
[0187] The [address.matchTuning] section contains a 
series of key/value pairs, Which include: 
[0188] matchByMetaphone?rue/false 
[0189] matchByPhonex?rue/ false 
[0190] matchBySoundex?rue/false 
[0191] marchByEditDistance?rue/false 
[0192] matchBySet?rue/false 
[0193] These key/value pairs may control hoW addresses 
are matched. The address matching algorithm may function 
similar to the previously described Word matching algorithm. 
[0194] The [address.matchTuning] section also contains 
key/value pairs Which control match thresholds, including: 
[0195] isAddressMatchThresholdDynamic?rue/false 
[0196] addressMatchThreshold:# 
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[0197] These key/value pairs set the threshold for the num 
ber of Words Which must match for tWo attributes to match. If 
‘isAddressMatchThresholdDynamic’ is true then ‘address 
MatchThreshold’ may be ignored. If ‘isAddressMatch 
ThresholdDynamic’ is false, then ‘addressMatchThreshold’ 
is the minimum number of Words Which must match for the 
compared Words to match. The dynamic option increases the 
number of required exact Word matches as address length 
increases, and also alloWs imperfect matches to be consid 
ered. 
[0198] Also included in the [address.matchTuning] section 
are key/value pairs Which control address match sensitivity 
When using the Edit Distance comparison method, such as: 
[0199] isAddressMatchSensitivityDynamic?rue/false 
[0200] addressMatchSensitivity:# 
[0201] If ‘isAddressMatchSensitivityDynamic’ is true then 
‘addressMatchSensitivity’ may be ignored. If ‘isAddress 
MatchSensitivityDynamic’ is false, then ‘addressMatchSen 
sitivity’ is the maximum edit distance betWeen addresses 
alloWed for the addresses to be considered a ‘match’. Values 
smaller than 2 alloW only minor variations in address spelling 
for a match, While values larger than 2 may match too many 
addresses to be useful. The dynamic option increases the 
alloWed edit distance based on the length of addresses being 
matched. Thus, the dynamic option uses small edit distance 
thresholds When comparing short addresses, and larger edit 
distance thresholds for longer addresses. 
[0202] The [address.matchTuning] section also contains a 
key/value pair, addressPre?xDifferencePenalty:#, Which is a 
penalty added When the ?rst characters differ betWeen com 
pared Words, as With the previously described WordPre?xDif 
ferencePenalty. 
[0203] The [address.matchTuning] section may further 
contain a series of key/value pairs controlling match sensitiv 
ity, including: 
[0204] isSetMatchSensitivityDynamic?rue/false 
[0205] setMatchSensitivity:# 
[0206] These key/value pairs function similar to those for 
Word set matching, but may be applied to address set match 
ing. 
[0207] The [address.commonWords] section contains a 
common Words dictionary Which may lists Words Which fre 
quently occur but, for comparison purposes, are essentially 
meaningless. Words in this section may be ignored by the 
matching process. The [address.commonWords] section may 
contain data of a structure similar to [name.commonWords], 
and may serve a similar purpose When evaluating addresses. 

[0208] The [address.distinctWords] section contains a dis 
tinct Words dictionary, Which lists pairs of Words that the 
matching algorithm normally considers as matching, but 
Which client experience has found are not matches. The [ad 
dress.distinctWords] section may contain data of a structure 
similar to [name.distinctWords], and may serve a similar 
purpose When evaluating addresses. 
[0209] The [address.unusualWords] section contains an 
unusual Words dictionary, Which lists Words that are su?i 
ciently unique that any address match candidate containing 
an unusual Word should be considered a match. The [address. 
unusualWords] section may contain data of a structure similar 
to [name,unusualWords], and may serve a similar purpose 
When evaluating addresses. 
[0210] The [address.synonyms] section contains a syn 
onym dictionary, Which lists Words that are considered to 
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match even though the matching process Would not normally 
consider the Words to match. Each line in this section has the 
format: 

[0211] Word, Word, . . . ,Word->Word 

[0212] Where each of the Words to the left of the arroW Will 
be replaced by the Word on the right of the arroW before 
matching. This section can also be used to correct knoWn 
misspellings and to handle nicknames are name variants. 
Examples of such synonyms include: 
[0213] av, ave->avenue 
[0214] st->street 

[0216] second->2nd 
[0217] third->3rd 
[0218] fourth->4th 
[0219] ?fth->5th 
[0220] sixth->6th 
[0221] seventh->7th 
[0222] W.->West 
[0223] e.->east 
[0224] n.->north 
[0225] s.->south 
[0226] step->suite 
[0227] rd->road 
[0228] dr->drive 
[0229] no, no.->number 
[0230] bldg->building 
[0231] The [phone.indexTuning] section contains a series 
of key/value pairs Which control phone number matching. 
Such key/value pairs include: 
[0232] indexByNumericNgram?rue/false 
[0233] The index is used to ?nd phone numbers during the 
matching process. An N-gram is a subsequence of N charac 
ters from the full Word. 
[0234] A numeric N-gram chooses all possible contiguous 
subsequences of length N Where the characters are digits With 
all non-digits deleted. By Way of an example, Without intend 
ing to limit the present invention, the number 661 9006 may be 
converted to N-grams of 661, 619, 190, 900, and 006, When 
N:3. 
[0235] The [phone.indexTuning] section also contains 
numericNgramLength:#, a key/value pair Which sets the 
number of digits used for numeric N-Grams. The default 
value is 3. 
[0236] The [phone.matchTuning] section contains a series 
of key/value pairs Which control matching of telephone num 
bers, including: 
[0237] matchByEditDistance?rue/false 
[0238] Generally, the only effective phone number match 
ing technique is ‘matchByEditDistance’. The edit distance is 
the number of digits Which have to be inserted, deleted, 
changed or transposed in one phone number to obtain the 
second phone number. 
[0239] The [phone.matchTuning] section also includes 
key/value pairs such as: 
[0240] is PhoneMatchSensitivityDynamic?rue/ false 
[0241] phoneMatchSensitivity:# 
[0242] These key/value pairs set the sensitivity for phone 
number matching using the edit distance. If ‘isPhoneMatch 
SensitivityDynamic’ is false, then ‘phoneMatchSensitvity’ is 
the maximum edit distance betWeen phone numbers alloWed 
for the phone numbers to be considered to ‘match’. Values 
smaller than 2 alloW only very minor variations in phone 
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numbers for a match, While values larger than 2 generally 
match too many phone numbers to be useful. 
[0243] The [fax.indexTuning] section contains a series of 
key/value pairs Which are similar to those in the [phone 
matchTuning] section. 
[0244] The [E-mail.indexTuning] section contains a series 
of key/value pairs Which control the indexing of E-mail 
addresses, including: 
[0245] indexByAlphabeticNgram?rue/false 
[0246] indexByConsonantNgram:true/false 
[0247] indexByNumericNgram?rue/false 
[0248] An index may be used to ?nd E-mail addresses 
during the matching process. As the number of indexing 
methods is increased, the number of potential matches may 
increase. HoWever, as more E-mail indexing methods are 
used, the matching algorithm may require more space and 
processing time. 
[0249] The key/value pairs of the [E-mail.indexTuning] 
section may use N-Grams for E-mail address indexing. 
N-gram indexing is described in detail above. 
[0250] The [E-mail.matchTuning] section may contain a 
series of key/value pairs, including: 
[0251] matchByEditDistance?rue/false 
[0252] isEmailMatchSensitivityDynamic?rue/false 
[0253] emailMatchSensitivity:# 
[0254] These key/value pairs control E-mail address 
matching. Generally, the only effective technique is ‘match 
ByEditDistance’. The edit distance is the number of charac 
ters Which have to be inserted, deleted, changed or transposed 
in one E-mail address to obtain the second E-mail address. 
[0255] The [email.matchTuning] key/value pairs control 
E-mail address edit distance matching, and set the sensitivity 
for edit distance E-mail address matching. If ‘isEmailMatch 
SensitivityDynamic’ is false, then ‘WordMatchSensitivity’ is 
the maximum edit distance betWeen fax numbers alloWed for 
the E-mail address to be considered to ‘match’. Values 
smaller than 2 alloW only very minor variations in E-mail 
addresses for a match, While values larger than 2 generally 
match too many E-mail addresses to be used. 
[0256] The [end] section indicates the end of the con?gu 
ration ?le. No data folloWs this section. 
[0257] Restrict.bin is a data ?le used for Restricted Party 
Matching and may be used even When Restricted Party 
Matching is not used, but may be Zero length. This is a binary 
?le not intended to be edited by the user. 
[0258] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
the ?les listed above and containing the parameters outlined 
above could be installed in the same directory. It is further 
preferred that the present invention not share a directory With 
other applications. When using a socket server, data ?les may 
be reloaded or replaced. Any such replacements could be 
placed in the same directory as the other ?les. 
[0259] Once installed, the present invention may be 
executed from a command line With a command such as 
“denper-r-h”, Which Will start the present invention as a 
socket server using default options. Command line options 
supported by the present invention include: 

—7 Display command line help 
—a address Address of socket server host, default: 

“localhost:20787” 
—a nnnn Socket server port, defaults to 20787 
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-continued 

—b Basic match —— ignore dictionaries 
—c options Name of con?guration ?le, defaults to “the 

present inventionini” 
—d restrictedList Name of ?le containing restricted party list 
—f Fixed length ?elds in restricted party records 
—h Host socket interface (only —a, —c, —d, —f, —t 

and —v options may be used With —h) 
—i inputFile Name of input ?le for batch and update modes 
—l neWList Name ofneW list 
—lfneWList Name of neW text list 
—lv neWList Name of neW binary list 
—n “name” Name to be matched 
—0 outputFile Name of output ?le for batch and update modes 
—r Match complete record 
—t Trace 

—v Variable length ?elds in binary restricted party 
records 

—x Client socket interface 
—P Dump partner list 
—R Dump restricted party list 
—U Update restricted party list 
—X Display performance information 

[0260] The folloWing are sample commands Which may be 
used to start the present invention, as Well as brief descrip 
tions of some of the functionality gained by using a command 
line option. For example, a command of “denper -a nnnn -h”, 
may start the present invention as a socket server listening on 
port nnnnn. 

[0261] A further example is the command “denper -a host: 
nnnn -r -x -i matchData.txt -o results .txt”, Which may start the 
present invention as a socket client in batch mode, Where the 
present invention is running as a socket server on host and 
listening on port nnnnn. In addition, the previously illustrated 
command line may use complete record matching, as indi 
cated by option -r. Batch mode, indicated by the -r option, 
alloWs the present invention to read comparison data from the 
?le speci?ed as “matchData.txt,” the match results may be 
Written to the ?le speci?ed as “results.txt.” By default, When 
the -i and -o options are omitted, the present invention may 
use “stdin” and “stdout” for input and output, respectively. 
[0262] A command line of “denper -s” may start the present 
invention as a SAP server. 

[0263] A command line of “denper -r -i matchData.txt -o 
results.txt” may start the present invention in batch mode. 
Complete record matching Will be used (this is indicated by 
the -r option and is normally used When running the present 
invention in batch mode). Match data may be stored in the ?le 
speci?ed as “matchData.txt,” and match results may he Writ 
ten to the ?le speci?ed as “results .txt.” By default, When the -i 
and -o options are omitted, the present invention uses “stdin” 
and “stdout” for input and output, respectively. 
[0264] A command line of “denper —n ‘name to match’” 
may start the present invention and attempt to match a single 
name. The results may be Written to “stdout.” 

[0265] A command line of “denper -a host:nnnn -x —n 
‘name to match’” may start the present invention as a socket 
client and attempt to match a single name. The results may be 
Written to “stdout”, or redirected to a ?le by adding a -o 
option. 
[0266] In addition to command line options and con?gura 
tion ?les, the present invention may also receive input from 
environment variables or other such inter-process communi 
cations methods. For example, the present invention may read 
the environment variable EMS_DENPER. EMS_DENPER 
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may contain a port number, When the present invention is used 
as a socket server, or a host name and port number When the 
present invention is used as a socket client. 
[0267] If EMS_DENPER is not present, the -a command 
line option may be used for the same purpose. By Way of 
example, Without intending to limit the present invention, if 
the EMS_DENPER environment variable is not present, the 
present invention may be started using a command line simi 
lar to “denper -a nnnnn -h”, Where nnnnn is the socket port to 
be used. If no socket port is given, the present invention may 
provide a default for the socket port such as 20787. 
[0268] Once started, no explicit action may be necessary to 
stop the present invention. When running as a socket or SAP 
server, the present invention may be stopped by killing it as a 
process using appropriate system commands, such as con 
trol-c under WindoWs NT. Since the present invention is not 
intended to Write ?les When used as a socket or SAP server, 
killing the present invention as a process should not cause 
data loss. When the present invention is used in batch mode 
from the command line, it may terminate after processing an 
input ?le, or When an empty match data line is received. 
[0269] The preceding has described the present invention 
from a user perspective. Within a preferred embodiment, the 
present invention may store data in one or more record types. 
Such record types may include, but are not limited to, 
Address, BillingData, CountryMatchData, CountryRecord, 
PartnerKey, PartnerMatchData, PartnerRecord, Place 
NameKey, RestrictedPartyKey, RestrictedPartyMatchData, 
RestrictedPartyRecord, StateMatchData and StateRecord. 
Each record type may be converted from and into multiple 
formats, including, but not limited to, display-oriented, 
comma separated variables, variable length binaries, ?xed 
length text, and XML records. 
[0270] Records may be nested Within other records, and 
each component of such nested record may be converted from 
one record type to another by recursively requesting conver 
sion of each nested component. In a preferred embodiment, 
record conversion procedures may be distributed throughout 
the source code to those portions of the source code requiring 
such information. This distributed architecture alloWs con 
version information to not be limited to a single location 
Within the source code. 

[0271] From a high level perspective, a preferred embodi 
ment may implement a data How similar to that outlined 
beloW: 
[0272] A request may be received by a socket or other 
netWork interface method, and may be decoded, parsed, or 
otherWise processed. Components of the present invention or 
other, external applications, such as those tied to accounting, 
product registration, or other tools, may be queried before a 
request is alloWed. 
[0273] A neW RestrictedPartyMatchData record may be 
created and may load itself from a match request. 
[0274] RestrictedPartyMatcher may be asked for noti?ca 
tions triggered by RestrictedPartyMatchData and/or for all 
RestrictedPartyRecords matching RestrictedPartyMatch 
Data. 

[0275] Each matched RestrictedPartyRecord may be con 
verted into a netWork interface-appropriate form, and a 
RestrictedPartyMatcher response is returned, via a socket 
interface, to a requester. 
[0276] Before describing the process How triggered by a 
RestrictedPartyMatchData or RestrictedPartyRecord record 
When requesting noti?cations from a RestrictedParty 
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Matcher, a brief description of some core concepts Will be 
undertaken. The ?rst concept is that of a Mapper. A Mapper is 
an object Which converts another object into an array of one or 
more strings. By Way of an example, Without intending to 
limit the present invention, a Mapper may be used in a pre 
ferred embodiment to extract match data and record features, 
tokeniZe strings, and extract string indices. 
[0277] When an inspection or match request is made, match 
data may be passed to an appropriate Mapper, Which can 
return an array of strings representing match data features. 
Each string returned by a Mapper may have a meaning asso 
ciated With it by a Mapper. When an attempt is made to match 
against a particular record, a record may be passed to an 
appropriate Mapper Which returns an array of strings repre 
senting record features. 
[0278] The number of strings and meaning of each string is 
identical to a string array returned for corresponding match 
data. In a preferred embodiment, the present invention may 
implement a plurality of unique feature Mappers, including: 
AddressFeatures, CountryMatchDataFeatures, CountryRe 
cordFeatures, PartnerMatchDataFeatures, PartnerRecord 
Features, RestrictedPartyMatchDataFeatures, RestrictedPar 
tyRecordFeatures, StateMatchDataFeatures and 
StateRecordFeatures. 

[0279] Also used Within the present invention are TokeniZ 
ers, Which are similar to Mappers. Like a Mapper, a TokeniZer 
may convert a string into an array of strings. Once a Mapper 
has extracted a feature from a record, that feature can be 
tokeniZed by passing it to an appropriate TokeniZer, Which 
returns an array of strings representing the feature. In a pre 
ferred embodiment, inspections and matches may be per 
formed against tokeniZed features. A plurality of TokeniZers 
may be implemented Within the present invention, including: 
AddressTokerriZer, EmailTokeniZer, FaxTokeniZer, Name 
TokeniZer, PhoneTokeniZer, PlaceNameTokeniZer, PostalTo 
keniZer and WebTokeniZer. 

[0280] Another core concept implemented in the present 
invention is a Classi?er. A Classi?er, like a TokeniZer, can 
convert a string into an array of strings. HoWever, While a 
TokeniZer extracts “tokens” or “Words” from a string, a Clas 
si?er extracts indices from a string, such strings typically 
representing a token. A plurality of Classi?ers may be imple 
mented in a preferred embodiment, including: AlphabeticN 
gramClassi?er, ConsonantNgramClassi?er, FdiNgramClas 
si?er, FmlNgramClassi?er, MetaphoneClassi?er, 
NumericNgramClassi?er, PhonexClassifrer and Soundex 
Classi?er. 

[0281] Another core concept to the present invention is that 
of a Matcher. A Matcher is an object Which, When presented 
With an object, may return a set of noti?cation strings or a set 
of matched objects. There are tWo primary types of Matchers, 
record Matchers and feature Matchers. Record Matchers are 
passed match data and may return a set of noti?cation strings 
or a set of matched records. Feature Matchers are passed 
feature strings (extracted from match data or records using 
feature Mappers) and may return noti?cation strings or sets of 
matched feature strings. 
[0282] A plurality of record Matchers may be implemented 
in a preferred embodiment, including: CountryMatcher, Part 
nerMatcher, RestrictedPartyMatcher and StateMatcher. In 
addition, a plurality of feature Matchers may also be imple 
mented in a preferred embodiment, including: Address 
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Matcher, EmailMatcher, FaxMatcher, NameMatcher, Phone 
Matcher, PlaceNameMatcher, PostalMatcher and 
WebMatcher. 
[0283] A preferred embodiment of the present invention 
may also include additional Matcher types, such as Smart 
eClientMatcher and SocketClientMatcher. Such Matchers 
present an interface similar to that of a record Matcher, but 
can communicate a request across a socket to a server, such 
server directing request to an appropriate Matcher function 
ing Within that server. These Matchers may be templates 
Which have been parameteriZed to alloW their use Without 
knowledge of an actual Matcher servicing match requests, or 
even knowledge of match data or records. This is an example 
of one of the many places that the ability of a record to convert 
itself betWeen different formats comes into play. 
[0284] With the previous de?nitions in mind, the manner in 
Which a RestrictedPartyMatcher functions can be discussed. 
When either an inspection request or a match request is made, 
a RestrictedPartyMatchData record may be passed to a 
RestrictedPartyMatchDataFeatures instance, Which may 
extract features from match data. In a presently preferred 
embodiment, such extracted features may include: name, 
address, phone, fax, email and Web. 
[0285] AnAddressFeatures instance may be used to extract 
address features since an address is a nested component of a 
RestrictedPartyMatchData record. Once the features have 
been extracted, AddressMatcher, NameMatcher, Phone 
Matcher, FaxMatcher, EmailMatcher and WebMatcher 
instances can be called to satisfy an inspection or match 
request. Results from individual matchers may be combined 
into a single result set. For match requests, results may be 
“?ltered” to remove RestrictedPartyRecord records not sat 
isfying the ?lters. Examples of such ?lters include, but are not 
limited to, date and issuing country. 
[0286] Each of these steps can be in?uenced by various 
options in an initialiZation ?le, as described above. For 
example, an initialiZation ?le may indicate Which indices are 
extracted, hoW such features are extracted, inspection or 
matching techniques to be used, and Which ?lters should be 
applied to match results. 
[0287] Through the system and method described above, 
the present invention may facilitate linguistic pattern match 
ing by providing neW means for string comparison. The 
present invention further adds the ability to compare non 
Arabic strings, and the present invention alloWs such com 
parisons to be performed on a distributed basis. 
[0288] While the preferred embodiment and various alter 
native embodiments of the invention have been disclosed and 
described in detail herein, it may be apparent to those skilled 
in the art that various changes in form and detail may be made 
therein Without departing from the spirit and scope thereof. 

1. A method for comparing a query against data contained 
Within a database comprising the steps of: 

(a) receiving said query; 
(b) extracting a plurality of attributes from a plurality of 

potential match areas from said query; 
(c) converting said plurality of attributes from said query, 

using at least one linguistic pattern matching analytical 
tool, into a plurality of linguistic pattern strings; 

(d) comparing, using at least one user selectable index 
property, said plurality of linguistic pattern strings With 
at least one stored linguistic pattern string from at least 
one stored attribute contained Within said database for 
providing a set of matches; 
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(e) analyZing said set of matches, using said at least one 
linguistic pattern matching analytical tool, to provide at 
least one set of matched attributes; 

(f) combining all of said at least one set of matched 
attributes to provide a combined result; and 

(g) Wherein at least one of the actions of receiving, extract 
ing, converting, comparing, analyZing, and combining is 
implemented using at least one data processing system. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein said matches are name 
matches. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising determining 
Whether the initials of said name matches match. 

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein said plurality of poten 
tial match areas are user selectable. 

5. The method of claim 4, Wherein said plurality of poten 
tial match areas are name, address, telephone number, fac 
simile number, e-mail address, and date of birth. 

6. The method of claim 4, Wherein said at least one linguis 
tic pattern matching analytical tool used for converting has 
characteristics at least some of Which are user selectable. 

7. The method of claim 6, Wherein said comparing is by 
edit distance. 

8. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of 
?ltering said combined result according to at least one user 
selectable criteria. 

9. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of 
employing a Metaphone based analysis, a Phonex based 
analysis, a Soundex based analysis, an Alphabetic N-gram 
based analysis, a Consonant N-gram based analysis, a 
Numeric N-gram based analysis, an Fdi N-gram based analy 
sis, an Fml N-gram based analysis, an edit-distance based 
analysis and a dictionaries based analysis. 

10. The method of claim 6, further comprising designating, 
responsive to a match candidate containing an unusual Word 
in an unusual Words dictionary, said match candidate to be a 
match. 

11. The method of claim 6, Wherein: 
said query includes a party’s name; and 
said database includes names of parties restricted from 

receiving certain goods. 
12. The method of claim 6, further comprising transmitting 

said query through the Internet. 
13. The method of claim 11, further including the step of 

?ltering said combined result according to at least one user 
selectable criteria. 

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising the step of 
employing at least one of a Metaphone based analysis, a 
Phonex based analysis, a Soundex based analysis, an N-gram 
based analysis, an edit-distance based analysis and a dictio 
naries based analysis. 

15. A system for comparing a query against data contained 
Within at least one database comprising: 

(a) a central processing unit having at least one electronic 
communications port for receiving said query, Wherein 
said central processing unit is attached to said at least 
one database; 

(b) at least one extraction tool accessible to said central 
processing unit for extracting a plurality of attributes 
from a plurality of user selectable match areas from said 
query; 

(c) at least one linguistic pattern analytical tool having 
characteristics at least some of Which are user selectable 
and being accessible to said central processing unit for 
converting said plurality of attributes from said query 
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into a plurality of linguistic pattern strings, and for com 
paring said plurality of linguistic pattern strings With at 
least one stored linguistic pattern string contained Within 
at least one of said database for providing a set of 

matches; 
(d) said at least one linguistic pattern analytical tool acces 

sible to said central processing unit for analyZing said set 
of matches to provide at least one set of matched 
attributes; and 

(e) at least one combining tool accessible to said central 
processing unit for combining all of said at least one set 
of matched attributes to provide a combined result. 

16. The system of claim 15, further comprising at least one 
?ltering tool accessible to said central processing unit for 
?ltering said combined result according to at least one user 
selectable criteria. 

17. The system of claim 15, Wherein said at least one 
linguistic pattern analytical tool is comprised of at least one of 
a Metaphone based analysis, a Phonex based analysis, a 
Soundex based analysis, an N-gram based analysis, an edit 
distance based analysis and a dictionaries based analysis. 

18. A computer-implemented method for comparing a 
query against data contained Within a database comprising 
the steps of: 

(a) receiving said query; 
(b) extracting a plurality of attributes from a plurality of 

user selectable match areas from said query; 

(c) converting said plurality of attributes, using a Meta 
phone based linguistic pattern analytical tool, into a 
plurality of Metaphone linguistic pattern strings; 

(d) comparing, using at least one user selectable index 
property, at least one of said plurality of Metaphone 
linguistic pattern strings With said at least one stored 
linguistic pattern string contained Within said database 
to provide a plurality of Metaphone matches; 

(e) converting said plurality of attributes, using a Phonex 
based linguistic pattern analytical tool, into a plurality of 
Phonex linguistic pattern strings; 
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(l) comparing, using at least one user selectable index 
property, at least one of said plurality of Phonex linguis 
tic pattern strings With said at least one stored linguistic 
pattern string contained Within said database to provide 
a plurality of Phonex matches; 

(g) converting said plurality of attributes, using a Soundex 
based linguistic pattern analytical tool, into a plurality of 
Soundex linguistic pattern strings; 

(h) comparing, using at least one user selectable index 
property, at least one of said plurality of Soundex lin 
guistic pattern strings With said at least one stored lin 
guistic pattern string contained Within said database to 
provide a plurality of Soundex matches; 

(i) converting said plurality of attributes, using an N-gram 
based linguistic pattern analytical tool, into a plurality of 
N-gram linguistic pattern strings; 

(j) comparing, using at least one user selectable index 
property, at least one of said plurality of N-gram linguis 
tic pattern strings With at least one stored linguistic pat 
tern string contained Within said database to provide a 
plurality of N-gram matches; 

(k) combining said plurality of Metaphone matches, said 
plurality of Phonex Matches, said plurality of Soundex 
matches, and said plurality of N-gram matches to form a 
set of combined matches; 

(1) analyZing said set of matches using said Metaphone 
based linguistic pattern analytical tool, Phonex based 
linguistic pattern analytical tool, said Soundex based 
linguistic pattern analytical tool, an edit-distance based 
linguistic pattern analytical tool, and a dictionaries 
based linguistic pattern analytical tool to provide at least 
one set of matched attributes; 

(m) combining said at least one set of matched attributes to 
provide a combined result; and 

(1) wherein at least one of the actions of (a) through (m) 
above is implemented using at least one data processing 
system. 


